
Arnold & Porter continues Asia-Pacific expansion with the arrival 
of Jeffrey Yang, Andrew Chen, John Tan, and Anton Ware 

We are pleased to announce the continued expansion of our Shanghai office with the recent addition of 

Jeffrey Yang in our Corporate practice, bringing with him 20 years of experience working in the London, 

Hong Kong, and Shanghai offices of several large international firms. Jeffrey joins an experienced team of 

partners in Shanghai, including Andrew Chen, John Tan, and Anton Ware. 

Arnold & Porter has focused on strategic expansion across the firm in order to meet the global business needs 

of our clients. That focus extends to individual office expansion, including the Shanghai office, which first 

opened in 1998. Over the past three years, the office has grown significantly in size and scope, with the 

addition of International Arbitration partner Anton Ware in 2017, who joined the Shanghai office from our San 

Francisco office, as well as Life Sciences industry-focused practitioners John Tan and Andrew Chen in 2018.  

John joined Arnold & Porter after practicing in the anticorruption investigations area for more than ten years in 

a major international firm and a very large pharmaceutical company in Shanghai, and Andrew joined Arnold & 

Porter after serving for seven years as a partner and the leader of the China life sciences regulatory practice 

group of another top AmLaw 100 firm's Beijing and Shanghai offices. 

The addition of Jeffrey, Andrew, John, and Anton ensures that, whether the matter is transactional, 

regulatory, or involves a contentious dispute or investigation, we are able to provide clients with practical and 

sophisticated advice to help them succeed in today’s highly competitive global business environment. We 

provide on-the-ground legal services to a broad range of US and multinational companies doing business in 

China and Chinese companies doing business overseas. 

The firm’s continued expansion of its Asia-Pacific practice has also recently been bolstered by the opening 

of an office in Seoul, Korea with similar strategic additions to our litigation, international arbitration, and 

corporate transactions practices. 
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